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About This Game

Discover the secrets of an ancient decaying world as you bring it back to life with each flick of your wrist. Curve and swoop
planes towards targets and accurately angle every throw - each tiny twitch of the wrist can drastically alter your plane’s course.

Steer your planes through hoops on the way to targets, curve them into mind-bending teleportation points, and master the art of
paper plane throwing in virtual reality. Paper Valley’s eight lusciously designed levels will test your skills, ramping up the

difficulty as you attempt to unearth the mysterious history of the Paper Valley.

Paper Valley features:
- Gradually increasing levels of difficulty

- A refined, satisfying control mechanic that is easy to pick up yet difficult to master
- No game over - enjoy the challenge at your own pace

- Multiple plane types to choose from
- 8 unique levels to explore

- A captivating backstory subtly hidden within the levels for you to discover and interpret

Winner of the Famitsu Media Highlight Award at BitSummit in Kyoto, Japan 2017.
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Title: Paper Valley
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Vitei Backroom Inc
Publisher:
Vitei Backroom Inc
Release Date: 6 Jun, 2018

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: i5 4590

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX 970

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 700 MB available space

English,Japanese,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,French,Italian,German,Korean,Russian
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hotel appleton wedding. paper valley hotel appleton phone number. paper valley hotel brunch. union paper grass valley ca

Really enjoying this game! Very casual\/relaxing, and has some nice puzzle-type features where you have to adjust your
throwing strategy. This could have been boring like a dart-game, but this team really added some excellent functionality in terms
of control.

Might possibly be my favorite VR experience so far, and I've had my Rift since 2016. The soundtrack is sparse and
atmospheric. I thought I would only play through a couple levels to see if I liked it, but here I am 4 hours later and at the end of
level 6.

Oddly satisfying hitting the targets once you get the hang of the controls\/throwing.
Highly recommended if you're looking for a cooldown after BSaber etc!. Clean graphics, simple game mechanics!. Massive
thumbs up from me.

A hypnotic experience that makes me feel happy.
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